
                                    
 
 
           

MEDFIELD SCHOOL COMMITTEE  
Zoom Remote Meeting  
June 4, 2020 

PRESENT:   Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke - Chairperson  
Jessica Reilly - Vice-Chairperson 
Timothy Knight - Recording Secretary 
Meghan Glenn - Financial Secretary 
Leo Brehm - Legislative Secretary  

ALSO PRESENT:  Jeffrey Marsden - Superintendent of Schools  
Michael LaFrancesca - Director of Finance and Operations 
Andrea Moores - Secretary  
 

Ms. Anna Mae O'Shea Brooke opened the meeting at 5:02 pm. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke began by sharing her self-reflection on the suffering that is happening in our 
country at this time. She thanked Dr. Jeffrey Marsden for his last blog post in response to George Floyd. Ms. 
O’Shea Brooke stated she would like to incorporate cultural proficiency conversations at future meetings. 
Dr. Jeffrey Marsden stressed the importance of continued self-reflection and the district continues to move 
forward but there is always more work to be done in this area. The Medfield College course has concluded 
and a presentation about the course will be presented at a future meeting. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O'Shea Brooke instructed the public to submit questions through the Q & A chat window. 
 
PUBLIC INPUT - None at this time  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES  
Mr. Timothy Knight made a motion, seconded by Ms. Meghan Glenn to approve and retain the 5/21/20 Executive 
Session Minutes and to approve the 5/7/2020 and the 5/21/2020 School Committee Meeting Minutes. 
 
A Roll Call Vote was taken to approve and retain the 5/21/20 Executive Session Minutes and to approve the 
5/7/2020 and the 5/21/2020 School Committee Meeting Minutes. 

➢ Jessica Reilly-yes 
➢ Leo Brehm-yes  
➢ Timothy Knight-yes 
➢ Meghan Glenn- yes  
➢ Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke-yes 

The vote was unanimous 
 
NEW BUSINESS - presented by Dr. Jeffrey Marsden 
2020-2021 School Calendar Revote – Due to the cancelation of the Boston Marathon on September 14, 2020, the 
School Calendar will need to revert to the original version that was approved on January 30, 2020. The revised Draft 
of the 2020-2021 School Calendar was included in the meeting materials. Dr. Marsden asked for the School 
Committee to approve the Draft of the revised 2020-2021 School Calendar. 

 
Mr. Jessica Reilly made a motion, seconded by Mr. Leo Brehm to approve the revised 2020-2021 School 
Calendar. 
 
 
A Roll Call Vote was taken to approve the revised 2020-2021 School Calendar. 

➢ Jessica Reilly-yes 
➢ Leo Brehm-yes  



                                    
 
 
           

➢ Timothy Knight-yes 
➢ Meghan Glenn- yes  
➢ Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke-yes 

The vote was unanimous 
 
School Reopening Update – Dr. Jeffrey Marsden informed the committee that he has been participating in weekly 
calls with the Commissioner along with other Superintendents within the Commonwealth. Dr. Marsden expects to 
hear reopening guidelines from the state on June 15, 2020. Dr. Marsden stated the commissioner informed districts 
that eighty to ninety percent of the guidelines would be mandated. Districts will have limited flexibility and 
guidelines will operate on a continuum. One end of the continuum will be red indicating total remote learning and 
the other end will be green indicating back to normal but he anticipates the start of school will most likely fall 
somewhere in the middle. The Commissioner also indicated that conversations were happening at the state level to 
allow towns to petition the state if their communities have either a low or high rate of Covid-19. Dr. Marsden stated 
that the re-entry committee will start meeting mid-June and this last meeting with the Commissioner was more 
hopeful but the information changes rapidly and he will continue to update the committee as information presents 
itself. 
 
Mr. Leo Brehm recommended implementing listening sessions for both elementary and secondary parents after the 
guidelines are released. This will allow the School Committee to hear feedback and concerns about school re-entry. 
The School Committee can then share the feedback with the re-entry committee. 
 
Mr. Timothy Knight asked how comprehensive the state guidelines would be. Dr. Marsden explained the 
Commissioner indicated the guidelines would be more comprehensive than previous remote learning guidelines. The 
health and safety of students and staff is the number one priority in all areas related to academics, building facilities, 
and transportation. Dr. Marsden informed the committee that a Transportation Survey will be going out to parents 
late June early July. This survey will ask parents what they plan to do in regards to transportation for the next school 
year so that the district can plan accordingly.  
 
Other Items since posting on June 2, 2020 - None 
 
OLD BUSINESS 
Dale Street School – Dr. Marsden shared that at the last School Building Committee meeting the feedback received 
from the online community survey was reviewed and discussed. There was a strong consensus due to the current 
pandemic and state of the economy to hold off submitting the PSR until September.  This will allow the committee 
to gather more information to share with the community about the project to garner full support. Delaying the 
submission of the PSR from July to September does adjust the project timeline but won’t delay the scheduled 
opening of September 2024. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O'Shea Brooke stated that she was in favor of slowing things down to fully engage the public. The 
survey results demonstrated that twenty percent of surveyed did not feel there was enough information on grade 
configuration and site selection. Ms. Brooke stated that there is work to be done to educate the public about the 
project. Dr. Marsden informed the committee that the results of the survey were posted to the Dale Street Project 
website. 
 
Ms. Jessica Reilly stated that this is a town-wide project not just a school committee run project.  She feels that the 
town should be participating in community awareness.  Ms. Reilly also reminded the public to please include their 
name when submitting questions via the Zoom Q&A. 
 
Educational Stability Policy Review (Agenda out of Order) – Ms. Mary Bruhl updated the committee that the 
Policy Subcommittee has met two times to review and update the Educational Stability Policies. The revised policies 
should be ready for the first reading at the June 18, 2020, School Committee meeting.   
 
Ms. Meghan Glenn asked the committee how they felt about putting Mary’s name in the policy versus Director of 
Student Services. The Policy Subcommittee felt that using the Director of Student Services would suffice. Ms. Bruhl 



                                    
 
 
           

pointed out that on the Student Services webpage there is a notation that she is the point of contact and liaison for 
these policies.  
 
Ms. Jessica Reilly asked if these policies were prescriptive. Ms. Bruhl explained that before MASC guidance on 
these policies very few met the requirements which prompted the new Educational Stability Review to ensure that 
districts have the correct language and expectations met and the revisions to these policies will meet the new 
requirements. 
 
FY21 Budget – Dr. Marsden began by stating that the School Committee had a Budget Workshop on June 3, 2020. 
At the workshop Dr. Marsden presented the following menu of budget reduction scenarios to reduce the FY21 
budget by 1.2 million dollars as requested by the Town: 
 

1. Prepay Computer/Equipment (Capital)  $200,000.00 

2. PD Day 183 Days to 182 Days Unit A  $127,000.00 

3. Defer Stipend Increase  $100,000.00 

4. Course Reimbursement  $42,500.00 

5. Steps/Lanes  $479,538.00 

6. 2% COLA  $461,710.00 

7. Reduction in force (Open Positions) FTE 8.9  $629,673.82 

8. Existing/ Retirement/New Positions FTE 13.8  $806,700.62 

9. Non-Payroll cuts 10% (see list)  $275,207.00 

10. Non-Union Increases FTE 23  $95,000.00 

11. Non-Payroll cuts   $50,100.00 

12. Elementary World Language. Program Cut  $251,703.33 

13. Furlough Unit C (Aides) from full time to Part-time  $666,500.00 

 
Dr. Marsden shared his recommended reductions, which are item numbers 1, 7, 8, 9 and 10 from the menu of budget 
reduction scenarios: 
 

#1: Prepay Computer/Equipment (Capital)                  $200,000.00 

#7: Reduction in force (Open Positions) FTE 4.7                  $289,202.79 

#8: Existing/Retirement/New Positions FTE 6.3                  $399,999.21 

#9: Non-Payroll cuts 10% (see list)                  $275,207.00 



                                    
 
 
           

#10: Non-Union Increases                    $95,000.00 

              Total cuts       $1,259,409.00 
 
Dr. Marsden explained that the School Committee is tasked to vote to accept the FY21 Budget that includes the 1.2 
million reductions at the end of tonight's meeting. The committee can continue to work over the next week to reduce 
the budget by selecting the menu items to best serve the community and school district. Dr. Marsden acknowledged 
the difficulty of cutting 1.2 million dollars and the impact on the level of service. 
 
Ms. Meghan Glenn asked Dr. Marsden if any other town departments are required to discuss their budgets in a 
public meeting forum. Dr. Marsden explained that school budgets are always under scrutiny and not sure if other 
departments provide the level of detail that the school district does. Ms. Jessica Reilly added the town department 
budgets are discussed between the departments and the Town Administrator before being presented to the Warrant 
Committee. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke opened the meeting to public comment and questions on the FY21 Budget and 
began by having, Wyatt Keleshian, a sophomore at Medfield High School read the following statement: 
 

My name is Wyatt collection and I'm currently a sophomore at Medfield High School. I am speaking today 
about what a great mistake it would be to cut funding from culinary arts classes. First and foremost the 
culinary arts classes have been some of the most useful classes I have taken at Medfield High School so 
fart. The culinary arts and international cuisine and culture during my freshman year were my absolute 
favorite classes and are extremely popular. It has almost become a right of passage to take these classes 
senior year. These classes are extremely. I am so glad I had the opportunity to take them and I am 
concerned that cutting funding from these classes would make it so the younger grades could not 
experience the valuable lessons and life skills taught by Ms. Pollard, furthermore not only do these classes 
prepare students for the real world and the international cuisine and culture class opens students eyes to the 
diversity and different cultures and traditions throughout the world. These classes teach students important 
life lessons that they may not learn otherwise. What if a student comes from a home where parents do not 
cook, where are they going to their essential life skills of cooking? The Internet? That almost sounds absurd 
when they can learn from someone who has had years of experience in the culinary field and could teach 
anyone the ins and outs of navigating the kitchen. From what I understand these types of classes are no 
longer being taught in the United States so keeping these classes boosts our school status as being one of 
the best public schools in the state. From what I understand the school has added at least four more 
electives for the coming year so why would the one class that has been taught for many years be cut instead 
of the new electives that the school does not know if students will enjoy the classes. The school most 
certainly knows that students enjoy the culinary classes. I will end by saying that cutting funding from 
classes such as culinary arts delineate students from having the full opportunity of learning about important 
life skills for the future and is that not what high school is really about and to quote Julia Child “ No one is 
born a great cook and one learns simply by doing” 

 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke thanked Wyatt for his passion and informed the committee that she received eight 
student emails today in support of the culinary arts classes at the High School. Ms. O’Shea Brooke received an email 
with questions from Ms. Stephanie Pollard who asked that her question be answered at the public meeting. 
 
Ms. O’Shea Brooke read the following questions from Ms. Stephanie Pollard: 
 
Q: How were the teacher reductions calculated and discussed? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden explained that the decisions were made with leadership by looking at schedules, student enrollment, 
and what reductions could be made based on what the buildings could handle. 
 
Q: A science teacher is not returning in the fall. Why was that position not included in the cuts? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that the position is a Biology teacher and Biology is a requirement for students in their 
freshman year. 



                                    
 
 
           

 
Q:  Why is she being penalized for a 20-student maximum in her class when that is what the fire code requires? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated the intent is not to penalize anyone but instead looking at the electives that can provide the 
most opportunities for students.  
 
Q: Why is consumer science taking a .30 cut instead of it being spread out amongst many teachers? 
 
A: Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke stated that this was explained in the previous answer. 
 
Q: Why was the budget not sent out to teachers before the school committee meeting? This is unethical. 
 
A: Dr. Marsden did send an email out to staff before the meeting that his recommendation was going to be an 11.3 
FTE reduction and that it would be about a 1.3 to 1.5 existing staff reduction. Dr. Marsden accepted responsibility 
for communication at the high school level before the meeting. Dr. Marsden also explained that the document was a 
work in progress right up to the Budget Workshop on June 3, 2020, at 5:00 pm.  
 
C: Mr. Timothy Knight stated that the School Committee has been actively involved and fighting for the school 
budget. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke read the following statement from Ms. Stephanie Pollard: 
 

My name is Stephanie Pollard, a Medfield resident at 93 Harding Street, and a supporting member of the     
MMA. I am the only family consumer science teacher responsible for the curriculum at Medfield high 
school if approved I would be the only tenured faculty member absorbing the majority of this proposed 
budget cut. I believe all cuts should be throughout all departments. We need to reevaluate the budget cut to 
be distributed equally in all departments. Thank you to all the families and students here supporting me and 
reaching out to me in the last 24 hours. The overwhelming amount of support has reminded me why I have 
always loved my job. Thank you. 

 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke continued by reading additional public comment as follows:  
 
Q: Ms. Lindsay Rodgers: Is this the reason some grades ended up with 25 students per class a few years ago was 
because of summer move-ins.  If a large number of students move into Medfield this summer in a particular 
grade, will a floater teacher be in the budget so class sizes can be addressed?  Grade 4 seems like it could be close 
to 25 and some K-2 seem like they could go over 22.   
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that there is not a floater teacher currently and shared the FY 21 Class Size Projections 
compared to FY20 with the committee. Dr. Marsden stated that things look pretty good for K-5 for next year. 
Full-Day Kindergarten has been closed and it may be able to re-open at a later date. Dr. Marsden reiterated that it 
would depend on the additional funding received by the state. Dr. Marsden expects to receive that information at 
the end of July beginning of August.  Additional money received from the state will prevent additional reductions 
but if an additional cut over 10% is imposed then additional reductions may need to be made. Dr. Marsden 
explained that this year's budget situation is fluid based on the number of unknowns at this time. 
 
Q: Ms. Meghan Fuller: Without rehiring a kindergarten teacher to replace the retiring teacher there will be 6 
classes of 23 and one class of 22 (if I do the math correctly).  If additional children who require a full day due to 
IEP move into the district, it seems likely that some classes could be 24 students.  Is this an acceptable K class 
size for the district?  At that point would you hire an additional teacher? Would some kids need to be reassigned 
to different classrooms?  
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that he does not anticipate that kindergarten classes will be at 24 and adjustments would be 
made if that were the case. 
 
Ms. Stephanie Pollard was invited to speak and stated the following: 
  



                                    
 
 
           

I just wanted to reiterate that spreading the budget cut evenly and equally throughout all 
departments at the high school is a necessity. I feel like a few of the teachers were targeted and me just 
being one of them. I just want to make sure that we are aware that it could have been just.10 from 
somebody else that teaches an elective. I also want to reiterate to the town that I am a Medfield 

 resident and teach here in town and I am the only teacher that teaches family consumer science.  
 It's really just affecting me and I appreciate everybody’s support so thank you. 
 
Q: Ms. Zoey Pollard: If the budget cuts were for teachers who would get reductions calculated and discussed? 
 
A: Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke stated that this question was previously answered. 
 
C: Mr. Doug Pollard: I have been reviewing the proposed budget since last night and believed that an additional 
review needs to be discussed since there are plenty of areas to distribute the percentage across other departments 
as opposed to the majority directed at family consumer science. This department impacts one tenured faculty 
member and not the wellness department which contains six faculty members besides the class attendance for 
family consumer science is consistently full for the past five years. The electives offered by the English, social 
studies, and drama departments can be adjusted so that there is a greater distribution across all departments to 
absorb the 1.2 million dollar cut. He thanked the committee for their diligent work to make this a well-balanced 
budget. 
 
Q: Ms. Tara Oliveto:  In terms of the budget, I am wondering why the legal line item cost has gone up 100%. 
That is a huge increase. 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that there have been increased Open Meeting Law Complaints and Public Record Requests 
that required the district to involve attorneys.  Mr. Leo Brehm asked Dr. Marsden for the total cost. Mr. 
LaFrancesca stated that for FY20 the district is approximately $20,000 and between $30,000 and $40,000 over the 
past few years but the exact numbers were not shared at this time. 
 
Q: Mr. Issac Popper: If the Governor disallows school buses or if ⅔ of students are driven by their parents were 
these potential savings considered before the budget cuts? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that unfortunately, budgeting what-ifs is not an option and that some savings were realized 
this year to make up for the capital cut from the town. Conversations are continuing and many of the answers to 
these questions are unknown until state guidance is received. 
 
Q: Renee (no last name shared): In regards to the Dale Street School project outreach - To ensure future success, 
a larger concern is the small percentage of respondents compared to the population. 
 
A: Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke stated the Communications Subcommittee reached out to Jean Mineo who has 
done a lot of surveys and research for the committee. This survey reached about 857 town members and past 
surveys have reached 1000. Ms. Brooke stated that this is not the end of public input on the project and there will 
be more opportunities for feedback before the vote. 
 
A: Ms. Jessica Reilly stated the School Committee has access to the emails of the current school community and 
there are opportunities for the town to survey other community members not connected to the schools. 
 
Q: Ms. Katie Novack, 40 Whichita Road:  Will there be a full-time aide in each of the 7 FDK sections? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden replied yes. 
 
Q: Ms. Chris McCue Potts: Which specific stipend positions are at risk of NOT being funded in FY21? What is 
the status of Chamber Strings stipend that MMA has been paying for several years? 
 
A: Dr. Jeffrey Marsden stated that there are no stipends at risk of being cut for FY21 and there has been an 
increase in stipends by $100,000 as a result of contract negotiations. Mr. LaFrancesca agreed with Dr. Marsden 
by stating that there is an increase in stipends not a decrease in stipends. 



                                    
 
 
           

 
Q: Ms. Chris McCue Potts: How much money & for what - remains intact for FY21 for the each of these 
departments/initiatives: DI/IT/MEDIA (line #104-combined is $133,264), Athletics (line #362, inclu 
transportation), DI LIT/Social Studies Coord (line #150), and Superintendent Office (line #412). What was the 
reason that $90,000 was allocated last year for "MAN RSV" and $95,000 for FY21 & is that still intact? Have 
those utility actuals been readjusted? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that this information could be provided to Ms. Potts at a later date. 
 
Q: Ms. Chris McCue Potts: Have we saved any money on electricity, heat, and phone since schools shut down 
mid-March? Have those utilities actuals been readjusted?  
 
A: Mr. Michael LaFrancesca explained that the current utility bills are a month behind and there has been a 
decrease in costs by about $10,000 for April and May. The district has received permission from the state and the 
town accountant to prepay certain items next year. 
 
Q: Ms. Meredith Chamberland:  Since the 1.2 is being cut tonight, will you continue to zoom your budget 
workshops for transparency like last night?  I think residents deserve that since the cut is so large. 
 
A: Dr. Marsden replied yes. 
 
Q: Ms. Gail Duffy asked the School Committee to please note the two questions she emailed earlier and stated 
that the High School English Department had 1.5 in cuts. 
 
A: Ms. Anna Mae O'Shea Brooke stated that she hadn't received the email before the start of the meeting and 
asked Ms. Duffy to enter her questions into the chat window. 
 
Q: Ms. Katherine Munz: What is the cost to cut Culinary Arts?  Seems like a great place to teach Math, Science, 
and English. 
 
A: Dr. Marsden explained that the Culinary Arts program is not being cut; it is being reduced .30, which was a 
recommendation that has not been voted on yet. The School Committee will ultimately decide on the budget 
reductions based on the recommended reductions. Mr. Michael LaFrancesca stated that the amount of the 
recommended cut to family consumer science is $20.814.00. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea asked the public to please identify themselves by name when making a public 
comment. 
 
C: Ms. Karen Shaffer: As a business teacher at MHS and resident of the town, 28 Hillcrest, I just wanted to let 
you know that we had enough HS students sign up for 11 business  (they are semester classes) and we launched a 
successful Deca chapter (business competitive events). I love teaching and living here. I also understand how 
contracted budgets reduce options and the district cannot spend more than what they have. 
 
Q: Mr. Joseph Consilvio: If possible to show on the screens the additional options presented last night, especially 
those that could be shared amongst all staff rather than those specific to certain positions.  Many of us viewed 
those numbers last night but it could be helpful for others to see those alternative options. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke read the following excerpt from the email she received earlier from Mr. Joseph 
Consilvio: 
 

While I can appreciate the focus on recommendations being made that were done in a manner to ensure 
the educational value of our students. Many of the minor changes appear to affect class size. These 
changes will have direct impact on the educational value of our students with changes being 
recommended we are looking at increasing class sizes in many grades across the district to levels just a 
short time ago the town voted for an override to avoid. It was mentioned that some of the options to meet 
the budget number could come from renegotiation with union contract employees but those were not 



                                    
 
 
           

recommended.  There were three bullet points indicated in an alternative option related to freezing 
certain contract items that would make up a large portion of the 1.2 million deficit that we are trying to 
reach. Freezing COLA steps and ladders and education reimbursement seem a natural way to level the 
cuts without eliminating or not backfilling positions across the district which will have a direct impact on 
our student's class sizes, especially at the elementary level. While I understand union negotiations are 
never easy it is imperative that all stakeholders make sacrifices while we all begin to live a new normal. 
Perhaps some compromises could be made in these items for the next year or two while tax revenues are 
expected to be lower rather than reducing our staffing for the upcoming especially with all the 
unknowns. I feel it would be more beneficial to maintain or increase staffing levels with compromises 
from all of the Medfield educational system. 

  
The list of the thirteen potential reductions (menu items) was shared and Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke explained 
the items that could not be discussed in an open forum. Ms. O’Shea Brooke explained that the School Committee 
would need to vote on the school budget this evening and discussions would continue going forward as more 
information and directives are given. 
 
Q: Mr. Dave Ruggiero: If the Hero Bill is passed at the federal level, will Medfield get any funding from that? 
 
A: Dr. Jeffrey Marsden explained that the district received 1.1 million dollars in Care's Act Funds but 
unfortunately that money is distributed through a reimbursement program, unlike the funds that were given to 
municipalities in the 2008 recession. In 2008 the money was distributed to communities to offset their losses 
whereas the Cares Act the district has to submit for reimbursement and the criteria for reimbursement is very 
limited. Dr. Marsden explained that a town the size of Medfield would not be able to accumulate 1.1 million 
dollars in reimbursement due to Covid-19.  Dr. Marsden is hopeful that the legislators will advocate for direct 
funds to fill in the gaps of the town’s missing revenue. 
 
A: Ms. Jessica Reilly stated that any revenue replacement funds will first go to fulfilling the town's financial 
policy by replenishing retirement funds and the free cash in reserve.  
 
C: Ms. Gail Duffy made a statement that both English and Math require graduation connected MCAS and have 
larger classes, which seem problematic and wanted to alert the community that the Writing Center at Medfield 
High School which has been a resource for over 20 years will probably not exist due to cuts. 
 
Q: Ms. Bonnie Wren-Burgess asked if the cuts to administration could please be reviewed? Is there a slide for 
them?  
 
A: Dr. Jeffrey Marsden explained that the salaries of 24 non-union personnel salaries, including administrators, 
have been frozen for FY21. 
 
Q: Ms. Ellen Toubman asked if the 13 menu items recommended could be shared again. 
 
A: Dr. Marsden and Ms. O’Shea Brooke explained that the 13 menu items were currently showing on the screen. 
 
Q: Ms. Chris McCue Potts: What is the status of the Student Oppty Act and district plan deadline? Is it still on 
hold? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated the Student Opportunity Act is on hold. 
 
C:  Ms. Chris McCue Potts:  Let's make sure to touch on U.S. Civil Rights issues, lack of compliance with SPED 
regulations, formation of Teaching Assistant unions too -- not just OML and public records law because those 
were avoidable. 
 
A: Dr. Jeffrey Marsden stated that the previous number that Dr. Michael LaFrancesca stated the cost of legal fees 
was only for Open Meeting Law or Public Record Requests. 
 
C: Ms. Chris McCue Potts:  OML complaints are like health complaints filed against restaurants. Attorneys are 



                                    
 
 
           

not hired to fight health violations. Medfield decided to needlessly hire attorneys to fight Open Meeting Law 
complaints, including one related to a secret 3% increase to supt salary during teacher contract negotiations! 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that he is not aware of any school district that would not consult their attorney’s when 
responding to these types of issues. 
 
C: Mr. Timothy Knight reminded the public that the committee cares very deeply about the current situation and 
wants to make sure we are answering questions related to the budget reductions. 
 
A: Ms. Jessica Reilly and Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke stated that they agree with Mr. Knight but also respect 
the process and the importance of allowing people to share their thoughts.   
 
Q: Mr. Jim Munz: Snow days, can we pass on those and do them as remote? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that he would love to but it is not his decision. 
 
Q: Mr. Jim Munz: What is going on with town revenue? It's not clear to me not sure if I'm the only one who doesn't 
understand what is going on? 
 
A: Ms. Jessica Reilly suggested that the review of prior Board of Selectmen meetings may be helpful but it comes 
down to a lack of revenue because the majority of the town's revenue is dependent on taxpayer dollars. Ms. Reilly 
encouraged the public to participate in the Town wide Master Plan Committee. 
 
Q: Ms. Morgan Reynolds: Is it possible that funds can be re-allocated by delaying the rollout of co-teaching at the 
high school level?   
 
A: Dr. Marsden explained that money can be reallocated to other areas and choices will need to be made on how 
to do so. 
 
Q: Mr. Rob Wilson: If menu items 2-5 related to certain items, such as union COLA could be discussed tonight 
and are there opportunities to adjust COLAs down as a means to more evenly spread the impact of budget cuts? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that these items could not be discussed in an open meeting only in Executive Session. 
 
Q: Ms. Jennifer Hern: Given the current uncertainty about how schools will reopen, how much are you planning 
on budgeting for necessary online solutions including curriculum mappers that are more comprehensive than what 
has been provided so far? Has this been factored into the budget yet? If so, what numbers and resources are you 
considering? Pearson Online Learning solutions? To make a curriculum mapper effective before the start of next 
school year, teachers need access to it sooner than later so they can populate it over the summer.  
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that there is not a plan to do so right now. 
 
Q: Ms. Kristin Martin, 91 Green St: has there been a conversation with the administration to reduce/freeze their 
COLA's/raises for next year, instead of having the teachers and students take the hit? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that all non-union salaries have been frozen which totals $95,000. 
 
C: Ms. Kara Gelormini 20 Onondaga Lane, and Reading Specialist at Blake Middle School: I’m concerned about 
eliminating the Wheelock math specialist position.  I think it's very important to retain our support positions, 
especially in this unprecedented time where students (and teachers) will need that support.  Specialists are not 
only a support to students, but to teachers as well.  Given that students missed out on so much this school year, I 
think it will be more challenging than ever to meet students where they are and give them what they need.  It’s an 
equity issue for our more vulnerable learners.  Thank you for listening. 
 
Q: Ms. Sarah Brown: I wrote an email to "scchair" this morning in support of MHS English. Was it received? I 



                                    
 
 
           

hope the School Committee can reconsider the two line items regarding proposed cuts to the MHS English 
Department. 
 
A: Ms. Anna Mae responded that yes her email was received and all emails that were received have been 
forwarded to all School Committee members. Ms. Brooke also stated that she would not be reading every email 
that she received. 
 
Q: I wish to voice my support of the Writing Center at MHS. This has proved to be valuable for both of our 
children. The Writing Center models many offered at colleges and universities and is an effective preparation for 
MHS students to gain useful knowledge and experience utilizing this resource for success at the college level. 
 
Q: Ms. Meghan Glenn asked how the cuts are linked to the writing center. 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that the teacher that oversees the Writing Center is going out on a leave of absence and the 
recommendation was made not to fill the position. Dr. Marsden stated that there are no easy solutions to address 
the current budget cuts required but the recommended cuts presented to the School Committee had the least 
impact on students and staff. 
 
C: Andrew Barrette advocated for the importance of the writing center to students at Medfield High School. 
 
Q: Dr. Marsden stated that the Writing Center is not being cut. The teacher who currently runs the Writing Center 
is going out on leave and not being replaced and another teacher in the department could take over the writing 
center. 
 
Q: Ms. Zoey Pollard: Can you explain the decision to not include the Professional Development Day (Option 2) 
in the budget cuts 
 
A: Dr. Marsden explained that Professional Development is part of negotiations and cannot be discussed or 
recommended. 
 
C: Ms. Meredith Chamberland: I know we cannot talk about things in the collective bargaining agreement.  
However, if the teachers do 182 instead of 183 days then all administrators should also get a reduction of one day 
and take the same proportional salary hit as the teachers they lead. 
 
Q: Ms. Morgan Reynolds: To be more specific, C2 English classes have been moving to a co-teaching model, 
partnering an English teacher with a certified special educator. I'm sure it would be as difficult to disassemble as 
it was to assemble, and I don't mean to imply this isn't an important shift, but I assume there is money in there 
somewhere. 
 
Q: Ms. Julie Kattwinkel: Can you please revisit J Hearn’s question? Can you explain in more detail as to why 
online learning programs are not being looked into more seriously and being factored into the budget? 
 
 
A: Dr. Marsden explained that Pearson Education is not one of the online learning programs currently being 
considered. The district is using Google classroom and will continue to do so. Dr. Marsden commended the 
teachers for their ability to pivot so quickly to implement remote learning for their students. He also stated that 
there is money allocated in the budget for research and development and this summer’s teachers will engage in 
research and development to support student learning for the next year as it pertains to remote or a hybrid model 
of teaching.  
 
A: Mr. Leo Brehm added that there is a multitude of CMS learning systems out which all have strengths and 
weaknesses but do not suffice as a replacement. Mr. Brehm also stated that these programs come with a hefty 
price tag. 
 
Q: Mr. Jon Dunn: I was wondering where the salary numbers for the reduction of positions came from.  Are they 
an average or based on people who were in line to accept positions.  For example, the .8 math was at 66,000, but 



                                    
 
 
           

the candidate that is suggested for hire would only cost around 43-45K.   
 
A: Mr. Michael LaFrancesca explained that the position was budgeted for a Masters 15 step 6 and when 
reductions can't be made on an assumption of what a person may be paid. The reduction has to come from what is 
budgeted. 
 
Q: Mr. Doug Pollard: When does the union step in to support the cuts from their end, salary freeze? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden explained that this cannot be discussed because it falls under contract negotiations. 
 
C: Ms. Zoey Pollard: Many AP classes can be taken online through the Virtual High School (VHS). As a student 
who was forced to take an online AP class (VHS) because it was not offered but necessary for my college major, 
these classes ARE available. Please consider that teachers who teach only AP classes can be substituted for the 
same online learning I had. 
 
Q: Ms. Katherine Munz: Can you clarify why we have 3 gym teachers at Blake.  Is this a State requirement? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden explained that there are three wellness teachers at Blake Middle School based on enrollment and 
each teaches physical education and health. 
 
Q: Mr. Doug Pollard: What is the final date that This budget will be finalized, cuts and adjustments, I’m aware 
that the 1.2 million has been approved? Does this date coincide with the June 15 announcement? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that the 1.2 million cut has not been approved yet. 
 
A: Ms. Jessica Reilly explained that the Town Meeting has been moved to a much later date than usual.  
 
Ms. Jessica Reilly, Mr. Leo Brehm, and Ms. Meghan Glenn engaged in a discussion about the importance of 
prioritization of the budget cuts in a climate of some many unknowns and the potential for additional reductions if 
the federal government does provide relief. They also discussed the importance of listening to all stakeholders and 
abiding by core values while thoughtfully making these difficult decisions.  
 
Q: Mr. Doug Pollard: Why are there significant increases in salary across all schools? Dir curr office salary $43k 
over last year MS & HS intramural salary increase $60k over last year IT Tech Infrastructure increase of $80K 
over last year As you are stating 1.2 m cut, the services being provided will deteriorate. 
 
A: Mr. Michael LaFrancesca explained that last year the district did not have a full-time Director of Curriculum, 
which is why there is an increase to that position. The Middle School and High School salary increase was 
negotiated by the bargaining unit and are a contractual obligation. The IT infrastructure amount of $80,000 was 
originally the Town allocated to Capital but then later removed and put back into the budget. This is one of the 
cuts to be considered. 
 
A: Ms. Ellen Toubman: My question was not what are the13, my question was which of the 13 are being 
recommended? 
 
Q: Ms. Jessica Reilly stated that menu items numbers 1, 7, 8, 9, and 10 were recommended.  
 
Q: Ms. Bonnie Wren-Burgess: How many attendees yesterday and today? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that there were 204 participants at the peak of the meeting today and 178 at yesterday’s 
meeting. 
 
Q: Ms. Zoey Pollard: Correct me if I am wrong but tenure is supposed to protect teachers from budget cuts, salary 
cuts, harassment from school board committees, the public, etc. Tenure is supposed to be offered to teachers who 
uphold the Medfield Public Schools' Mission Statement. If I may remind you "The Medfield Public School 
System will create a dynamic and collegial learning environment. Curriculum and instruction will guide students 



                                    
 
 
           

to achieve high standards and to meet the challenge of change. Through school, family, and community 
partnerships, students will be prepared to become responsible, sensitive, contributing citizens, and lifelong 
learners." As a recent grad, I have learned more in my music, business, wellness, and English elective than I have 
in any math or history class ever. How can you expect students to truly live your mission statement that will learn 
from their elective classes, if they are cut? 
 
A: Ms. Jessica Reilly acknowledged Ms. Pollard’s concerns and thanked her for the thoughtful feedback. 
 
Q: Ms. Katherine Munz: Please clarify, are the 3 physical ed teachers a requirement for safety or is it a nice to have?  I 
know this is a difficult topic but would like to understand since other areas are being impacted percentage wise more 
aggressively. 
 
A: Dr. Marsden replied that Physical Education and Wellness are part of the curriculum and based on the number 
of students and the schedule that is the number of teachers that are needed. 
 
Q: Ms. Kristin Martin: Do Medfield teachers still have tenure vs. professional status? 
 
A: Dr. Marsden explained that teachers in Massachusetts do not have tenure anymore. Teachers either have 
Professional Status or Non-Professional Status. For a teacher to attain Professional Status they need to have three 
years of successful teaching in a district and gain Professional Status on the first day of work on their fourth year 
of service to a district. 
 
Q: Ms. Andrea Sullivan: Can you clarify whether 3 gym/wellness teachers "based on enrollment" are a state 
requirement or a nice to have? 
 
A: Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke stated that Ms. Sullivan’s question was previously answered. 
 
Q: Mr. Jim Munz: Is the gap in revenue coming from the state? Also, is there a way to do job sharing to avoid full 
staff reduction given that some of next year may be remote? I feel like I'm paying for everything as usual. 
 
A: Dr. Marsden explained that these conversations have been had and a lot will depend on what learning model 
will be used for next year. Dr. Marsden explained it is a combination of the town deficient and the state funding 
reduction due to Covid-19. 
 
A: Ms. Jessica Reilly stated that our state representatives are advocating for municipalities and schools.  
 
Q: Mr. Jim Munz: So if we start a Kickstarter campaign can we do that? It's sad in our community that we need to 
do that but it would be cheaper than having to switch to private school options if the public school cannot 
maintain its competitive status. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke read the following student email from Allie Tierney: 
 

Hello, my name is Ali Tierney and I am writing on behalf of Mrs. Pollard. I would like to share a few 
words about my experience in Mrs. Pollard's class. I have had the privilege of having her as a teacher 
since my freshman year and there is no other way I would have wanted to spend my time. I took culinary 
arts international cuisine and child development and each one offered a new array of lessons while 
history and math are important I believe learning how to make a healthy meal learning about motherhood 
and creating bonds for life with teachers and classmates are value valuable in the education process as 
they teach real-life skills and prepare for the future.  Mrs. Pollard is an amazing teacher who deserves to 
be in school all the time. She greets everyone with a huge smile and accepts everyone for who they are. 
There is never a dull moment and she was always up for a hug or to just be there for you on a tough day. 
When I think of Medfield teachers and their kindness she is one of the first ones to come to mind and she 
would not and she should not be on the budget cut thank you for your time 

 
Ms. Anna Mae O'Shea Brooke, Mr. Leo Brehm, and Mr. Timothy Knight acknowledged the importance of the 
student feedback in support of Ms. Stephanie Pollard. 



                                    
 
 
           

 
C: Ms. Julia Kattwinkel: Thank you, Zoe!  I agree 100% with your statement. Life skills and enrichment classes 
should not be the first to go. 
 
C: Ms. Zoey Pollard: I believe Mrs. Bonnie Wren-Burgess can speak more to this but Professional Status (or 
basically tenure) is meant to protect teachers. How are planning on demoting NON-Professional Status before 
Professional Status, as that would be part of the Union Code? 
 
Q: Ms. Kelly Wysocki: Sorry if this question has been asked and answered, but what is the budget for school 
buses?  Would it be possible to go to a pay for use service?  It is not a recommendation and so I’m sure there is a 
reason either it’s not enough or the community would not want that change? 
 
A: Ms. Jessica Reilly stated that these are conversations that have been had and continue to have.  
 
Q: Ms. Jen Kinne: What about bussing, other towns charge to use bus can we implement something that can help 
savings? We live right at Wheelock and I was shocked my child could take the bus still.  I'm sure unpopular but 
I'd rather pay 300 a year for a bus for my kids to shift funds to save a teacher being cut. 
 
A: Dr. Marsden stated that the structure of our schools makes it difficult and complicated to implement bus fees. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke asked for School Committee feedback before voting on the 1.2 million-
budget cut. 
 
Ms. Meghan Glenn stated that it is very difficult to formulate a budget and the current situation has made it even 
more difficult. She stated that the committee is being mindful when making these difficult decisions and has 
appreciated all of the public participation and feedback. 
 
Ms. Jessica Reilly stated that the committee must be stewards of the taxpayer's money in the most responsible 
way. She recommended to vote on the number tonight but stated that she was not yet comfortable with voting or 
approving all of the recommended cuts. 
 
Mr. Leo Brehm echoed Ms. Reilly's comments. He also stated that the committee would continue to work with 
the budget that is approved to support student programming while staying committed to the district's core value 
and recommended that the School Committee increase the frequency of their meetings to continue the 
conversations as more information is received. 
 
Mr. Timothy Knight stated that the scenarios presented are a good starting point but there is more work to be done 
and the committee will fight to restore and maintain as much as possible and continued discussions about the 
recommendation cuts need to be made. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke commented that she is hesitant to support the recommended cuts. She is concerned 
that it will be hard to reclaim these cuts down the road and that maintaining qualified staff is important. 
 
Ms. Jessica Reilly thanked Dr. Jeffrey Marsden and Mr. Michael LaFrancesca for their continued hard work and 
commitment during this unprecedented budget season. Ms. Reilly asked student representative Andrew Barrett for 
his feedback before the vote.  
 
Andrew Barrett acknowledged that this process is not easy and feels that decisions are being made carefully 
thoughtfully. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke thanked Andrew for his comments and appreciated his feedback about the High 
School Writing Center. 
 
Dr. Marsden encouraged the public to engage early in next year’s budget process by attending the initial budget 
presentation in December and the Public Hearing in January.  



                                    
 
 
           

 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke asked for a motion to vote on the amended budget. 
 
Ms. Jessica Reilly made a motion, seconded by Ms. Meghan Glenn to approve and accept the FY21 Budget 
amount of $36,877,290.  
 
A Roll Call Vote was taken to approve and accept the FY21 Budget amount of $36,877,290.  

➢ Jessica Reilly-yes 
➢ Leo Brehm-yes  
➢ Timothy Knight-yes 
➢ Meghan Glenn- yes  
➢ Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke-yes 

The vote was unanimous 
 
FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS 

● FY21 Budget	
● Dale Street Project	
● Challenge Success	
● Student Feedback	
● Social-Emotional Learning	
● Educational Stability Policy Review 
● Standards Based Report Card Feedback- Christine Power 

 
Next Meeting: June 18, 2020 
 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke asked if there were any closing statements before the committee moved into the 
Executive Session and would not return to an Open Meeting. 
 
Ms. Jessica Reilly replied to the question Mr. Jim Munz asked about starting a Kickstarter campaign by stating 
that Kickstarter fundraising is not used for general school funding but stressed the importance of reaching out to 
school organizations like PTO and MCPE to help support student programs.  
 
Andrew Barrett informed the committee that the Senior Farewell video is up on Youtube and has over 1000 views 
so far. The Student Council is planning for next year’s pep rally with the hope that it will happen. 
 
Ms. Meghan Glenn stated that this is not the end conversation and conversations will continue and there is more 
work to be done. 
 
Mr. Timothy Knight also stressed the importance of tapping into MCPE and PTO for support. He also made 
mention that if the Pep Rally could not happen in school a Rolling Rally may be considered since the Graduation 
Rolling Rally was so successful. 
 
Mr. Leo Brehm encouraged the public, teachers, students, and parents to attend the upcoming listening sessions. 
 
Ms. Jessica Reilly encouraged the public to attend the Town Wide Master Plan meeting being held on June 7, 
2020, and Town Meeting on June 27, 2020. 
 
Dr. Marsden expressed his appreciation for the town support and the volunteers who planned the Rolling Rally. 
He stated in 28 years of education it was one of his top three events he has ever been part of. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke also commented on the success of the Rolling Rally. 
 
Ms. Anna Mae O’Shea stated that the committee would move into Executive Session for the following reasons 
and not return to Open Session: 



                                    
 
 
           

 
1. To discuss COVID-19 issues related to collective bargaining or litigation if an open meeting may have a 
detrimental effect on the bargaining or litigating position of the public body. 
(Medfield Teachers’ Association, School Secretaries, Custodians and Cafeteria Workers) 

  
2. To conduct strategy sessions in preparation for negotiations with nonunion personnel 
(Superintendent, Director of Finance & Operations, Director of Instruction & Innovation, Director of 
Student Services, Accounting Specialist, Out of District Coordinator, Data Manager, Secretary of Finance 
& Operations, Administrative Assistant to the Superintendent, Director of Technology, Network 
Administrator, Human Resources Assistant, Payroll & Human Resource Manager, Director of Facilities, 
HS Principal, MS Principal, Dale Street Principal, Wheelock Principal, Memorial Principal, MS Assistant 
Principal, HS Assistant Principal, Director of Food Service) 

 
A Roll Call Vote was taken to end the Regular Meeting and move into Executive Session 

➢ Jessica Reilly-yes 
➢ Leo Brehm-yes  
➢ Timothy Knight-yes 
➢ Meghan Glenn- yes  
➢ Anna Mae O’Shea Brooke-yes 

The vote was unanimous  
 
The regular meeting ended at 7:46 pm. 
 
Minutes Approved by School Committee: July 30, 2020 
 
EXHIBITS AND DOCUMENTS: 

● Meeting Narrative 6/4/2020 
● Draft of the School Committee Minutes 5/7/2020 
● Draft of the School Committee Minutes 5/7/2020 
● Draft of the Revised 2020-2021 School Calendar 
● School Committee Meeting Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Na7KY58NTMM 

 
 
 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
       Andrea Moores 
                     Secretary 


